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OCCUPATIONS
Presented here is a new option for AFF2
character generation. Every player character
has a past, and that past includes an occupation
of some sort, which kept them fed before they
took the path of the adventurer.
The character will have started at the entry
level of the occupation and may not yet have
progressed much beyond that. Also the social
class of the character can transform the
occupation significantly. For example, Farmer
at low social classes might mean a serf, above
that a freeman tenant farmer, then one with
their own land and at higher classes a
gentleman farming a large estate.
The occupation can be used just to add some
extra background to the character, or it can be
taken a little further and provide some of their
initial Special Skills. With the second option the
Special Skills in the tables fill some slots
available to the player when generating the
character. These skills may be considered a
starting point and the player should be
encouraged to complete the character with the
occupation in mind, but also allowing for their
recent decision to become an adventurer.

Occupations and skills separated by slashes are
an either or choice. These may be a split by
gender, such as Barber Surgeon/Midwife, or by
another detail, as with Animal Lore (Cattle/
Goats/Pigs/Sheep). Some occupations will not
make sense in a particular location, such as
Fisherman in a land-locked town. Where this
occurs the result should be rerolled, unless the
Director determines that result is substituted
with another.

Wherever possible existing Special Skills have
been used. New skills are marked in the tables
with an asterisk and explained in the New
Special Skills section.

The separate City & Town and Village &
Country tables for humans are based on where
the character has been working rather than
where they were born. Many people come
from the country to urban centres looking for
opportunities.

Many Crafting and Performance Special Skills
are only of limited use adventuring and the
player may not wish to take them. With the
Director’s agreement it may be considered they
were disinterested in the work they were
supposed to be doing and their attention was
on other activities. Keep in mind the limited
evaluation ability included in Crafting means
Goldsmiths can value jewellery and gems.
Armourers, Weaponsmiths, Bowyers and
Fletchers may maintain that equipment.

The tables do not reflect a realistic frequency of
the occupations, just an interesting mix. But
perhaps adventurers are not typical people to
begin with!
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HUMAN CITY & TOWN OCCUPATIONS TABLE

1d6 & 1d6

Occupation

Special Skills

11

Pirate

Weapon Swords, Sea Lore

12

City/Town Guard

Weapon Polearms/Bows, Armour

13

Mugger

Weapon Clubs/Brawling

14

Courier

Mounted Combat, Ride

15

Labourer

Strength

16

Servant

Dodge

21

Smuggler

Sneak, Weapon Swords

22

Grave Robber

Sneak

23

Pickpocket

Sneak, Sleight of Hand

24

Gambler

Sleight of Hand, Con

25

Entertainer

Sub-Table

26

Fisherman

Fishing, Sea Lore/River Lore*

31

Cook

Crafting (Cook)

32

Tradesman’s Apprentice

Sub-Table

33

Armourer’s Apprentice

Crafting (Armourer)

34

Weaponsmith’s Apprentice

Crafting (Weaponsmith)

35

Goldsmith’s Apprentice

Crafting (Goldsmith)

36

Alchemist’s Apprentice

Crafting (Alchemist)

41

Artist’s Apprentice

Crafting (Painting/Sculpture)

42

Cartographer’s Apprentice

Cartography*

43

Locksmith’s Apprentice

Locks

44

Sailor

Sea Lore

45

Boatman

River Lore*

46

Rat Catcher

Animal Lore (Vermin)

51

Carriage Driver

Ride (Carriage)*

52

Beggar

Con

53

Swindler

Con

54

Pawnbroker/Money Lender

Bargain, Evaluate

55

Trader

Bargain

56

Bookmaker

Bargain

61

Clerk/Scribe

Bureaucracy Lore*

62

Barber Surgeon/Midwife

Healing

63

Apothecary’s Apprentice

Healing

64

Astrologer’s Apprentice

Astronomy Lore*, Con

65

Initiate Priest

Magic-Priestly

66

Wizard’s Apprentice

Magic-Minor, Magic-Wizardry
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HUMAN VILLAGE & COUNTRY OCCUPATIONS TABLE

1d6 & 1d6

Occupation

Special Skills

11

Soldier

Weapon (Any), Armour

12

Militiaman

Weapon Polearms/Bows

13

Brigand/Outlaw

Weapon Swords/Bows, Sneaking

14

Forester

Weapon Axes, Forest Lore

15

Hunter/Poacher

Weapon Bows, Hunting

16

Courier

Mounted Combat, Ride

21

Labourer

Strength

22

Servant

Dodge

23

Entertainer

Sub-Table

24

Fisherman

Fishing, Sea Lore/River Lore*

25

Cook

Crafting (Cook)

26

Tradesman’s Apprentice

Sub-Table

31

Farmer

Crafting (Farmer)

32

Beekeeper

Crafting (Beekeeper)

33

Winemaker

Crafting (Winemaker)

34

Miller

Crafting (Miller)

35

Bowyer’s Apprentice

Crafting (Bowyer)

36

Fletcher’s Apprentice

Crafting (Fletcher)

41

Whittler

Crafting (Bone Carving/Wood Carving)

42

Miner

Crafting (Miner), Underground Lore

43

Charcoal Maker

Forest Lore, Crafting (Charcoal Maker)

44

Trapper

Forest Lore, Hunting

45

Boatman

River Lore*

46

Rat Catcher

Animal Lore (Vermin)

51

Herdsman

Animal Lore (Cattle/Goats/Pigs/Sheep)

52

Kennelman

Animal Lore (Dogs)

53

Falconer

Animal Lore (Falcons)

54

Horse Trainer

Animal Lore (Horses), Ride

55

Carriage Driver

Ride (Carriage)*

56

Vagabond

Con

61

Pedlar

Bargain, Evaluate

62

Barber Surgeon/Midwife

Healing

63

Herbalist

Healing

64

Hedge-Wizard/Witch's Apprentice

Magic-Minor

65

Initiate Priest

Magic-Priestly

66

Wizard’s Apprentice

Magic-Minor, Magic-Wizardry
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ENTERTAINER SUB-TABLE

3d6

Entertainer Type

Special Skills

3

Escapologist

Locks

4

Fire Eating & Breathing

Performance (Fire Eating & Breathing)*

5

Acrobat

Acrobatics

6

Knife Thrower

Weapon Thrown

7

Prestidigitator

Sleight of Hand

8

Stilt Walker

Performance (Stilt Walker)*

9

Juggler

Performance (Juggler)*

10

Jester

Performance (Jester)*

11

Musician

Performance (Musician)*

12

Singer

Performance (Singer)*

13

Poet

Performance (Poet)*

14

Trained Bear/Dog/Pony

Animal Lore (Bear/Dog/Pony)

15

Fortune Teller

Con

16

Actor

Disguise

17

Ventriloquist

Performance (Ventriloquist)*

18

Hypnotist

Hypnotism*
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TRADESMAN’S APPRENTICE SUB-TABLE

1d6 & 1d6

Apprentice Type

Special Skills

11

Architect

Engineering

12

Baker

Crafting (Baker)

13

Basketmaker

Crafting (Basketmaker)

14

Blacksmith

Crafting (Blacksmith)

15

Bookbinder

Crafting (Bookbinder)

16

Brewer

Crafting (Brewer)

21

Broommaker

Crafting (Broommaker)

22

Butcher

Crafting (Butcher)

23

Carpenter

Crafting (Carpenter)

24

Cartwright

Crafting (Cartwright)

25

Chandler

Crafting (Chandler)

26

Chimneysweep

Crafting (Chimneysweep)

31

Cobbler

Crafting (Cobbler)

32

Cooper

Crafting (Cooper)

33

Dyer

Crafting (Dyer)

34

Fishmonger

Crafting (Fishmonger)

35

Foundryman

Crafting (Foundryman)

36

Furnituremaker

Crafting (Furnituremaker)

41

Furrier

Crafting (Furrier)

42

Glassblower

Crafting (Glassblower)

43

Inventor

Crafting (Inventor)

44

Leatherworker

Crafting (Leatherworker)

45

Luthier

Crafting (Luthier)

46

Nightsoilman

Crafting (Nightsoilman)

51

Painter

Crafting (Painter)

52

Potter

Crafting (Potter)

53

Ropemaker

Crafting (Ropemaker)

54

Sailmaker

Crafting (Sailmaker)

55

Shipwright

Crafting (Shipwright)

56

Stonemason

Crafting (Stonemason)

61

Tailor

Crafting (Tailor)

62

Tanner

Crafting (Tanner)

63

Thatcher

Crafting (Thatcher)

64

Undertaker

Crafting (Undertaker)

65

Weaver

Crafting (Weaver)

66

Wheelwright

Crafting (Wheelwright)
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While a mature dwarf will be skilled at a
number of occupations, their idea of what
amounts to mastery of them is quite different
to a human. Rather than being considered a
master with 3 in a Special Skill, a dwarf would
scoff at such a claim with less than 6.
Longbeards have more freedom to choose a
craft to master and do tend to pick those the
dwarfs are famed for.

THE DWARFS
The dwarfs are thought by most of humankind
to only be interested in mining and metalwork,
gold and gems. While there is some truth to
this, far more is necessary for a dwarf hold to
prosper. Woollen textiles are needed for
clothes, leather for shoes, belts and straps, and
timber for doors and construction. Long haired
cattle and sheep are grazed in mountain
meadows for meat, milk and wool, and hardy
barley grown for bread, porridge and, perhaps
more importantly, beer and whiskey.

Every dwarf does some duty as Hold-Guards,
protecting gates and other key points in the
hold. As a result, all but the youngest have
some military training and know how to
handle themselves in combat. Players of dwarf
characters may opt to take the Hold-Guard
special skills in addition to those of the
occupation they roll (but not for free).

Dwarfs typically have several occupations over
their long lifetimes and these generally include
at least one involved with the making of these
essentials, for the good of the hold. Not all ever
work outdoors however. As an example, the
herding and shearing of sheep for wool is an
outdoors occupation, but the spinning of that
wool into thread, weaving into cloth, dyeing it,
and tailoring into clothing are all carried out
within the hold.

As stated in the AFF2 rulebook, dwarfen
wizards are incredibly rare. Dwarfs with
magical aptitude will be trained as
Runesmiths, learning the art of making
magical weapons, armour and other
equipment of use to their fellows. This requires
learning not only magical skills but also those
needed to craft the items themselves. Dwarfen
Runesmiths are able to learn MagicEnchanting without first learning MagicWizardry, unlike other races.
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DWARF OCCUPATIONS TABLE

1d6 & 1d6

Occupation

Special Skills

11

Hold-Guard

Weapon Any, Armour

12

Ranger

Weapon Any, Stealth, Mountain Lore

13

Hunter

Weapon Bows, Hunting, Mountain Lore

14

Woodcutter

Weapon Axes, Mountain Lore

15

Herder

Mountain Lore, Animal Lore (Cattle/Sheep)

16

Farmer

Mountain Lore, Crafting (Farmer)

21

Mariner

River Lore (Underground)/Sea Lore

22

Signaller

Secret Signs (Signalling)

23

Alchemist

Crafting (Alchemist)

24

Armourer

Crafting (Armourer)

25

Baker

Crafting (Baker)

26

Brewer

Crafting (Brewer)

31

Carpenter

Crafting (Carpenter)

32

Ceramic Maker

Crafting (Ceramic Maker)

33

Cook

Crafting (Cook)

34

Distiller

Crafting (Distiller)

35

Engraver

Crafting (Engraver)

36

Foundrysmith

Crafting (Foundrysmith)

41

Gemcutter

Crafting (Gemcutter)

42

Glassworker

Crafting (Glassworker)

43

Jeweller

Crafting (Jeweller)

44

Leatherworker

Crafting (Leatherworker)

45

Metalsmith

Crafting (Metalsmith)

46

Miller

Crafting (Miller)

51

Miner

Crafting (Miner)

52

Stonemason

Crafting (Stonemason)

53

Tailor

Crafting (Tailor)

54

Textile Maker

Crafting (Textile Maker)

55

Weaponsmith

Crafting (Weaponsmith)

56

Musician

Performance (Musician)

61

Apothecary

Healing

62

Physician

Healing

63

Engineer

Engineering

64

Recordkeeper

Dwarfen Lore

65

Initiate Priest

Magic-Priestly

66

Runesmith

Magic-Minor, Magic-Enchanting
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Where the elves do differ is their belief in
harmony with nature. While dwarfs and
humans often see a world of resources to be
exploited, the elves take a longer term view
and value sustainability. Elven metal and glass
workers primarily use dead wood gathered
from the forest as fuel, rather than chopping
down trees to burn or mining coal. The limited
supply of such fuel has much to do with their
lesser use of metal and glass, and with the high
quality of what they do make.

THE ELVES
In some ways the elves and dwarfs are more
similar than either race would care to admit.
Both are long lived by human reckoning,
becoming skilled at multiple occupations and
with much higher standards for mastery of a
craft (Special Skill 6).

Another myth about the elves is they do no
carpentry as they can persuade the trees to
grow into anything they need. The kernel of
truth in this is the Treeshapers, elves who
guide trees to grow into forms to support
buildings, or branches suitable for making the
famed elven bows. This is still a slow process
and the elves also love to carve wood, often
into fantastic, organically flowing shapes. The
carving of bows from branches provided by the
Treeshapers is an example of how these crafts
work together.

Also similarly to the dwarfs, elves have a
strong sense of community and take their turn
protecting against incursions by enemies.
There are Grove-Guards in the forests, StreamGuards who patrol the woodland waterways
in skiffs, and Watchers, those who form the
first line of defence on the borders. Players of
elf characters may opt to take the Grove-Guard
special skills in addition to those of the
occupation they roll (but not for free).

The elves also have a different approach to
farming, their Gatherers tending to the forest
as they find it, rather than transforming land
for their use. They do however encourage the
growth of plants useful to them.

As with human misconceptions of the dwarfs,
the elves are often seen as only working with
wood but do through necessity work in metal,
glass and even stone. The elves certainly do not
use metal as much as the dwarfs, or even
humans, but their metalsmiths are skilled at
the making of weapons and armour. Often
these emphasise lightness, speed, flexibility
and mobility. Elven jewellers make intricately
wrought pieces so fine they almost seem to
defy gravity.
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ELF OCCUPATIONS TABLE

1d6 & 1d6

Occupation

Special Skills

11

Grove-Guard

Weapon Any, Armour

12

Stream-Guard

Weapon Any, River Lore

13

Watcher

Weapon Any, Sneaking

14

Messenger

Mounted Combat, Ride

15

Hunter

Weapon Bows, Hunting

16

Fisher

Fishing, River Lore

21

Falconer

Animal Lore (Falcons)

22

Horse Whisperer

Animal Lore (Horses)

23

Armourer

Crafting (Armourer)

24

Baker

Crafting (Baker)

25

Beekeeper

Crafting (Beekeeper)

26

Bowyer

Crafting (Bowyer)

31

Carpenter

Crafting (Carpenter)

32

Cook

Crafting (Cook)

33

Distiller

Crafting (Distiller)

34

Dyer

Crafting (Dyer)

35

Fletcher

Crafting (Fletcher)

36

Gatherer

Crafting (Gatherer)

41

Glassblower

Crafting (Glassblower)

42

Jeweller

Crafting (Jeweller)

43

Leatherworker

Crafting (Leatherworker)

44

Stonemason

Crafting (Stonemason)

45

Tailor

Crafting (Tailor)

46

Treeshaper

Crafting (Treeshaper)

51

Weaponsmith

Crafting (Weaponsmith)

52

Weaver

Crafting (Weaver)

53

Winemaker

Crafting (Winemaker)

54

Woodcarver

Crafting (Woodcarver)

55

Herbalist

Healing

56

Physician

Healing

61

Herald

Etiquette

62

Envoy

Bargain

63

Minstrel

Performance (Musician), Performance (Singer)

64

Storyteller

Performance (Poet), Elven Lore

65

Initiate Priest

Magic-Priestly

66

Apprentice Wizard

Magic-Minor, Magic-Wizardry
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Hypnotism – Through this Special Skill the
hypnotist has the subject focus on an object,
such as a swinging pendant, until they fall
into a trance. Once in the trance the subject
is open to suggestion by the hypnotist and
may be able to recall memories that
otherwise elude them. The subject must
focus on the object for at least a full round
and get a SKILL test to avoid falling into
the trance unless they wish to. A
hypnotised subject cannot be made to do
anything that would harm them or be
against their moral code.

NEW SPECIAL SKILLS
The occupation tables add a large number
of Crafting Special Skills. While these
usually relate to the design, creation and
repair of items, a few might be considered
more to be services, such as Crafting
(Chimneysweep). However, these likewise
generate income through a trade and are
often not that useful adventuring, making
then broadly similar.
Astronomy Lore – This Special Skill allows
a character to understand the arrangement
and movement of stars and other celestial
objects through the sky. Such knowledge is
the basis of Astrology and other, more
mystical arts. Direction can be determined
if the stars are visible.

Performance – When chosen, a specific
performance act must be selected for this
Special Skill. Typical examples are
Minstrel, Jester, Juggler and Stilt Walker.
Just as important as mastery of the act itself
is the ability to engage and entertain an
audience.

Bureaucracy Lore – This Special Skill
provides an understanding of how
bureaucracy functions in a particular
region, and an increased chance of making
sense of bureaucracies in unfamiliar
regions. This usually makes it much easier
and quicker to get a desired outcome from
the bureaucracy.

Ride (Carriage) – This Special Skill is
similar to Ride but applies to driving a
horse drawn carriage. Such carriages are
owned by the aristocracy for their private
use, in cities and large towns, but also from
their country estates. However, some cities
have carriages for hire available to anyone
able to pay!

Cartography – This Special Skill allows a
character to create detailed and often
beautifully illustrated maps. These might
equally be of a geographic region, a city, or
a warren of underground tunnels. It also
improves ability to accurately interpret
maps created by others.

River Lore – This Special Skill is similar to
Sea Lore but applies to rivers, lakes and
canals. For dwarfs it applies primarily to
underground waterways.

Dwarfen Lore – Knowledge of the history
of the dwarfs, from the detailed records of
today back to epic heroic tales of the
earliest times.
Elven Lore - Knowledge of the history of
the elves, largely told in the form of poetic
verse.
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